Use of vascular endothelial cell growth factor gene transfer to enhance implantable sensor function in vivo.
In the current study, we developed and validated a simple, rapid and safe in vivo model to test gene transfer and sensor function in vivo. Using the model, we tested the specific hypothesis that in vivo gene transfer of angiogenic factors at sites of biosensor implantation would induce neovascularization surrounding the sensor and thereby enhance biosensor function in vivo. As the in vivo site for testing of our gene transfer cell and biosensor function systems, the developing chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) of the embryo was utilized. Vascular endothelial cell growth factor (VEGF) was used as a prototype for angiogenic factor gene transfer. A helper-independent retroviral vector derived from Rous sarcoma virus (RSV), designated RCAS, was used for gene transfer of the murine VEGF (mVEGF) gene (mVEGF:RCAS) into the DF-1 chicken cell line (designated mVEGF:DF-1). Initially, the ability of VEGF:DF-1 cells to produce VEGF and RCAS viral vectors containing the mVEGF gene (mVEGF:RCAS) was validated in vitro and in vivo, as was the ability of the mVEGF:DF-1 cells to induce neovascularization in the ex ova CAM model. Using the system, we determined the ability of mVEGF:DF-1 cells to enhance acetaminophen sensor function in vivo, by inducing neovascularization at sites of sensor implantation in the ex ova CAM model. For these studies, acetaminophen sensors were placed on 8-day-old ex ova CAMs, followed by addition of media or cells (mVEGF:DF-1 cells or GFP:DF-1 cells) at the sites of biosensor implantation on the CAM. At 4 to 10 days after sensor placement, the biosensor function was determined by measuring sensor response to an intravenous injection of acetaminophen. Sensors implanted on CAMs with buffer or control cells (GFP:DF-1 cells) displayed no induced neovascularization around the sensor and had minimal/baseline sensor responses to intravenous acetaminophen injection (media, 133.33 +/- 27.64 nA; GFP:DF-1, 187.50 +/- 55.43 nA). Alternatively, the sensors implanted with mVEGF:DF-1 cells displayed massive neovascularization and equally massive sensor response to intravenous injection of acetaminophen (VEGF:DF-1, 1387.50 +/- 276.42 nA). These data clearly demonstrate that enhancing vessel density (i.e., neovascularization) around an implanted sensor dramatically enhances sensor function in vivo.